STOP THE PRESSES, BUT NOT THE TWEETS: WHY AUSTRALIAN JUDICIAL OFFICIALS SHOULD PERMIT JOURNALISTS TO USE SOCIAL MEDIA IN THE COURTROOM
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I INTRODUCTION

People living in Western countries expect to be able to obtain information instantly.1 If someone is driving and wants to find out if there is a traffic jam nearby that could delay their reaching their destination, they can check social media and find out right away.2 If someone wants to learn if their favourite store has a sale, they can just browse the store’s Twitter page to find out.3 Other information that people may expect to obtain just as quickly is what occurs during court proceedings. In Australia, ‘[t]he media's right to contemporaneously and fully report proceedings in [its] courts is properly regarded as a significant element of [its] legal system.’4
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Johnston communicated with seven different Australian court information officers about their court’s current social media policies. Five of the seven court information officers said that they were aware of the use of Twitter by the news media in the coverage of courts in their jurisdiction. Nevertheless, only one Australian state, Victoria, has released a policy that permits journalists to use social media in the courtroom. This issue presents new opportunities to court officials.

Some basic information about social media follows: social media allow its users to create profiles, usually using photos and personal information, and communicate with other users. Facebook and Twitter are examples of social media sites. Twitter is a social media site that registered users can use to post comments of 140 characters or less. People can respond to the comments by mobile text, instant messaging or the internet. It is free to establish a Twitter account, and over one million people use it. Facebook
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allows people or organisations to create a profile and post information to share with others.\textsuperscript{15}

This article explores the issue of journalists using social media in the courtroom. After a short description of the relationship between court officials and the media, and how social media changed the media industry, it will then analyse the benefits of permitting journalists to use social media in the courtroom and the actions that court officials in four common law jurisdictions have taken on this issue. The article ultimately argues that Australian court officials should release a standard policy that permits journalists to use social media in the courtroom and it provides a draft of such a policy.

\section*{II THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN COURT OFFICIALS AND THE MEDIA}

The relationship between court officials and the media is complex and it has changed over time. The open justice principle is at the heart of this relationship, which states that ‘judicial proceedings must be conducted in an open court to which the public and press have access.’\textsuperscript{16} Judges have said that the open justice principle is a presumption in criminal trials.\textsuperscript{17} A reason for open justice is that it helps ‘to inform the public about the workings of the third arm of government and to ensure that courts and judges administer the justice system in a way that will maintain and foster its integrity, fairness and efficiency.’\textsuperscript{18} The principle reassures the public that judicial officials administer trials fairly and without prejudice.\textsuperscript{19} It
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also discourages witnesses from committing perjury and allows the public to ‘judge whether our system of criminal justice is fair and right.’

Open justice ‘was derived from observation of the actual practice of dispute resolution over long periods of time.’ England has embraced the open justice principle ‘from time immemorial.’ Early colonial American court officials also started implementing the open justice principle. Open justice is considered ‘one of the most fundamental aspects of the system of justice in Australia.’ Currently, Australian State and Federal court officials allow the public to attend the majority of court proceedings, in accordance with the open justice principle.

As a result of the open justice principle, journalists may attend court proceedings. It is critical to the open justice principle that journalists attend court proceedings and later report them, because the public cannot attend court on a daily basis to see what occurs themselves. When journalists use social media in the courtroom, they give the public the most up to date information about what occurs in court, and help to implement the open justice principle.
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According to the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, Beverley McLachlin, open justice is also crucial to the rule of law. She stated that the rule of law ‘cannot exist without open justice and deep public confidence in the judiciary and the administration of justice. And the media is essential to building and maintaining that public confidence’ because it informs people of the logic and principles that judicial officials use in their decisions.

Court officials and the media have an interdependent relationship. Court officials depend on the media to inform the public about court matters. The media provides court officials with ‘the means by which justice is seen to be done.’ When a judge imposes a sentence on an accused to try to deter others from committing a similar crime, the deterrence only works if the public is aware of the sentence. Judicial officials depend on the media to inform the public about the sentence, thereby implementing the deterrent effect. Journalists depend on court officials to provide them with information that they can report to the public.

The relationship between judicial officials and the media has some challenges. Judicial officials sometimes find that media reports about court proceedings differ greatly from what actually occurred. Journalists have also criticised court officials for not providing them with sufficient access to court documents and proceedings. To
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prevent this from occurring, most Australian courts now have a media or public information officer. The media or public information officer’s work ‘involves bridging the gap between the judiciary and the media.’ He or she provides court documents to journalists (i.e. transcripts) and he or she liaises between the media and the judiciary. Judicial officials hope that media or public information officers help to improve the accuracy of articles about court proceedings.

John Fairfax Group Pty Ltd (Receivers and Managers Appointed) and Another v Local Court of New South Wales and Others (“Fairfax”) states exceptions to the open justice principle, which other cases mention or apply. One of the exceptions occurs when open justice would negatively impact ‘the attainment of justice’ in a specific case or cases generally. For example, if open justice is permitted when a police informant testifies in court, this may discourage other police informants from providing evidence. The second exception occurs when open justice could hurt the public interest, such as when a journalist informs the public about secret matters of national security discussed in a court proceeding.
Judicial officials can decide that traditional media cannot report on cases that involve an exception to the open justice principle. Similarly, judicial officials can decide that journalists cannot use social media when the proceedings involve an exception to the open justice principle. This section of the article argued that the open justice principle is the heart of the relationship between the courts and journalists and journalists should be permitted to use social media in the courtroom because of the open justice principle. This article will next discuss how social media has changed the media industry.

III HOW SOCIAL MEDIA HAS CHANGED THE MEDIA INDUSTRY

The creation and significant use of the internet and social media internationally has impacted print media. The circulation of American newspapers has decreased since the mid-2000s. Some newspapers ceased operating, while others stopped publishing a paper version and started publishing a small online version instead. Between 2006 and 2009, American daily newspapers cut their spending on editorials by $1.6 billion. Print newspapers’ advertising revenue decreased, while online newspaper advertising increased. The staff at many online newspapers are experienced
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Mainstream news media use social media as a way to quickly release breaking news. The number of journalists that use social media as part of their reporting has increased internationally. In a 2009 survey co-researched by George Washington University in the United States, over half of the 371 journalists who participated in the survey stated that they believed that social media was important to the stories that they created. The Society for New Communications Research’s survey of over 200 journalists in 2011 revealed that 75 percent use Facebook when they report news and over 69 percent use Twitter. As such, journalists should be able to use social media in the courtroom to provide courtroom information to social media users because that is how they are increasingly providing news to the public.

Citizen journalists are a new type of journalist that has emerged recently on the internet and social media. Citizen journalists write for online newspapers with few staff and depend on articles from contributors who may be community activists. Community foundations often finance citizen journalists. The quality and accuracy of citizen journalists’ content varies. As a result of citizen journalists, the definition for the word ‘journalist’ is uncertain.
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In terms of courts’ reporting, court reporters used to write notes while they were in the courtroom, and later filed their writing outside the courtroom.\(^65\) Technology removed journalists’ need to leave the courtroom to file their writing.\(^66\) Prior to the internet and social media, only professional journalists could report on trials.\(^67\) Social media and the internet have enabled any person to sit in a courtroom and post information for the public to read, provided that he or she is permitted by a judicial officer.\(^68\)

Social media has caused some challenges for court officials. When a high-profile trial occurs, court officials must decide which journalists will receive reserved seating.\(^69\) They must also decide whether citizen journalists should be allowed to sit in the area reserved for journalists.\(^70\) Court officials must decide whether or not to provide citizen journalists with the court records that they request.\(^71\) For example, some court officials have changed how they normally assist journalists because of citizen journalists. Court officials are considering how they can ensure the accuracy of articles about court proceedings because of the entry of many inexperienced journalists.\(^72\) Some court officials distribute their media releases to citizen journalists.\(^73\) Several court officials prepare materials in a news story format for inexperienced journalists to easily understand.\(^74\) Some court agencies, such as the Minnesota Court Information Office in the United States, allow citizen journalists to attend the same training as professional journalists.\(^75\) Courts officials
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also post media guides on their websites to help inexperienced journalists.\textsuperscript{76} Journalists should be able to use social media in the courtroom because they receive assistance from court officials to ensure that the information that they post is accurate.

This section of the article has discussed how social media has changed the media industry. It will next explore the benefits of court officials permitting journalists to use social media in the courtroom.

IV THE BENEFITS OF ALLOWING JOURNALISTS TO USE SOCIAL MEDIA IN THE COURTROOM

The Utah Judicial Council Study Committee on Technology into the Courtroom states

the potential public benefits flowing from electronic media coverage of open judicial proceedings are substantial. While relatively few judicial proceedings are likely to attract electronic media coverage, those that do are likely to be of significant public interest and concern. Permitting electronic media coverage will allow the public to actually see and hear what transpires in the courtroom, and to become better educated and informed about the work of the courts.\textsuperscript{77}

When journalists tweet in the courtroom, they can inform the public of what occurs at court more quickly than traditional media.\textsuperscript{78} This can make the public become more engaged with the courts.\textsuperscript{79} If the

\textsuperscript{76} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{79} Levi, above n 50, 1533.
public are more engaged with the courts, then this could potentially increase confidence in the judiciary. When journalists use social media inside the courtroom, they do not miss any of the court proceedings because they have to leave the courtroom to use social media or submit a story.\(^{80}\) This could potentially make journalists’ stories more accurate. Journalists who use social media in the courtroom cause less disruption in the courtroom than journalists who must constantly leave the courtroom to use social media and re-enter it afterward.\(^{81}\)

Many news readers enjoy reading news from the courtroom on social media. For example, in Wichita, Kansas, journalist Ron Sylvester of The Wichita Eagle was allowed to use Twitter while he sat in the courtroom during Theodore Burnett’s trial.\(^{82}\) Burnett was accused of being paid to murder a pregnant 14 year old girl.\(^ {83}\) At the end of the first day of trial, many people who read Sylvester’s tweets from inside the courtroom sent him emails and tweets that stated that they enjoyed reading his tweets.\(^ {84}\)

Using social media in the courtroom can ensure that courts face ‘greater scrutiny.’\(^ {85}\) Dean states that the more that the public can access a trial, the better it is for the accused, because this lessens the
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possibility of perjury and misconduct occurring. The effects that Dean states may not actually occur when journalists use social media in the courtroom, because trial participants may have no idea that journalists are using social media. Trial participants may think that journalists are simply using their laptops or texting work colleagues. Journalists who use social media in the courtroom can help people who want to attend court to watch a trial, but cannot because the court is too far away. \textit{U.S. v W.R. Grace} is an example of this. The trial involved asbestos contamination in Libby, Montana. The prosecution submitted that the defendant’s employees knew that their mine released toxic mine dust into the town. Many people who lived in Libby had asbestos in their lungs. Libby was a four hour drive from Missoula, where the trial took place; therefore, some Libby residents could not travel to Missoula to attend the trial. Information about the trial was tweeted during the trial regularly. Many people who could not attend court were quite pleased to read updates about the trial on social media.

This section of the article discussed the benefits of permitting journalists to use social media in the courtroom. The next section will examine which courts currently permit journalists to use social media in the courtroom.
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V ARE THE COURTS CURRENTLY LETTING JOURNALISTS USE SOCIAL MEDIA IN THE COURTROOM?

Canadian, American, British and Australian courts have differing approaches to permitting journalists to use social media in the courtroom. Kitely J, of the Ontario Superior Court of Justice in Canada, stated that Canadian ‘provinces are struggling with what to do with this.’\textsuperscript{95} Still, Canadian, British and Welsh judicial officials have made the greatest efforts to address this issue.

This section will examine the actions, or lack thereof, that judicial officials took in the four jurisdictions mentioned about this issue to date. On a micro level, judicial officials decide the issue for specific cases. On a macro level, judicial officials or the government make decisions about this issue for entire courts or jurisdictions.

A Micro Level

1 Courts that Allow Journalists to Use Social Media in the Courtroom Because Journalists Already Started Using Social Media in the Courtroom or Requested Permission.

Some judicial officers simply decide that they will allow journalists to use social media in the courtroom for a specific trial because journalists already started using social media in the courtroom or requested permission to do so. They do not apply existing law to the case.

Roadshow Films Pty Ltd v iiNet Limited (No 3)\(^96\) was a Sydney Federal Court case about whether an internet service provider breaches copyright laws when its subscribers illegally download movies.\(^97\) Two technology journalists, Andrew Colley from The Australian and Liam Tun from ZDNet Australia, tweeted from the courtroom using their laptops.\(^98\) Colley and Tun published their tweets on their personal Twitter pages.\(^99\) Their Twitter pages stated their names and the media companies that they worked for.\(^100\) Hundreds of people followed Colley and Tun’s tweets.\(^101\) When Cowdroy J discovered who the two men were twittering in the courtroom he did not stop them.\(^102\) Cowdroy J stated

\[
\text{[t]his proceeding has attracted widespread interest both here in Australia and abroad, and both within the legal community and the general public. So much so that I understand this is the first Australian trial to be twittered or tweeted. I granted approval for this to occur in view of the public interest in the proceeding, and it seems rather fitting for a copyright trial involving the internet.}^\text{103}
\]

Officials at the High Court of Australia later stated that they would ban all live tweeting in the final appeal of the case, because they ban social media from the courtroom.\(^104\) It would be interesting to speak with journalists who attended both trials and ask them whether their readers preferred their reporting at the first or the second trial. Unfortunately, that is outside the scope of this article.

At Julian Assange’s bail hearing at the City of Westminster Magistrates Court, journalists requested Riddle J’s permission to use
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social media in the courtroom.\textsuperscript{105} Riddle J permitted the journalists to use social media from court,\textsuperscript{106} provided they were ‘quiet and did not interfere with court business.’\textsuperscript{107} Later that week, Assange had another bail hearing at the High Court.\textsuperscript{108} At the High Court Ouseley J refused to let the journalists use social media in the courtroom.\textsuperscript{109} He stated that ‘the issues involving Twitter go beyond the possible relationship to sound recording, and may include the potential for distraction and disruption to the appropriate atmosphere of the court – what might be termed, perhaps a bit pompously, its dignity.’\textsuperscript{110} Ouseley J also stated that ‘a considered policy decision’ on the issue was required.\textsuperscript{111} The Lord Chief Justice for England and Wales subsequently published a policy on social media in the court.\textsuperscript{112}

Some American judges release decorum orders that are policies for a specific trial that state various requirements for a trial, such as whether the media can use social media in the courtroom.\textsuperscript{113} Releasing individual decorum orders that state whether journalists can use social media in the courtroom is not the ideal solution to decide whether journalists can use social media in the courtroom. It is not sufficiently predictable for the journalists who cover trials. A better solution is for court officials to release a standard policy, which is a macro level solution.
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2 Courts that Apply Existing Law to Decide Whether to Allow Journalists to Use Social Media in the Courtroom

There are few reported cases on this issue to date. The American judgments on the topic involve judges applying existing law. In *US v Shelnutt*, a journalist at the *Columbus Ledger-Enquirer* newspaper requested permission from Land J to tweet during a criminal trial. The prosecution did not argue the issue. Land J applied rule 53 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure to make his decision. Rule 53 states ‘[t]he court must not permit the taking of photographs in the courtroom during judicial proceedings or the broadcasting of judicial proceedings from the courtroom.’ Land J used a dictionary definition to define the word ‘broadcast:’ ‘broadcast’ includes ‘casing or scattering in all directions and ‘the act of making widely known.’ Land J felt that tweeting would cast information at the trial to the public and the trial would be widely known.

Rule 53 was originally drafted to apply to television and radio broadcasts of trials. Prior to 2002, the rule stated that the ‘taking of photographs’ and ‘radio broadcasting’ were not allowed. In 2002, Rule 53 was amended and the word ‘radio’ was deleted from broadcasting. The Rule simply stated that broadcasting was...
forbidden.\textsuperscript{128} The change was made to interpret the word broadcasting more widely.\textsuperscript{129} Cervantes states that Land J in \textit{Shelnutt} did not properly discuss why tweeting is unlike the broadcasting of audio or visual information in reaching its decision to include Twitter under the blanket prohibition of Criminal Procedure Rule 53. Hopefully, subsequent courts will make this distinction since the coverage that each type of broadcasting provides differs.\textsuperscript{130}

Brenner believes that Land J in \textit{Shelnutt} erred in refusing to permit journalists to tweet during the trial.\textsuperscript{131} She states that the goal of Rule 53\textsuperscript{132} was to prevent journalists from disrupting trials.\textsuperscript{133} She added that ‘there seems to be no reason why a reporter tweeting during a criminal trial is any more disruptive than letting a reporter take notes by hand or on a laptop during a trial or letting an artist create sketches that will later be broadcast to the public via television.’\textsuperscript{134} Dean states that the definition that Land J used in \textit{Shelnutt} was ‘over inclusive’\textsuperscript{135} because if one uses his dictionary definition of broadcasting any form of press would be broadcasting because it takes facts and disseminates them to the population at large. Under this interpretation, newspaper, magazine, and television reporting would all be prohibited under Rule 53. Any individual who attended a criminal trial and talked to others about his or her experience would be broadcasting. The result is untenable; therefore, broadcasting cannot be defined so broadly as to prohibit anything that casts or scatters in all directions, or makes information more widely known.\textsuperscript{136}
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Dean’s statement is too broad. A small local paper, which is a type of press, would probably not ‘scatter in all directions,’ but an online article might. Using Land J’s definition of broadcast, online articles about trials would not be allowed. If online articles about trials were not allowed, it would be a disaster for news organisations that shifted their efforts from print to online and millions of people who read news online.

In *Connecticut v Komisarjevsky*, the accused was charged with capital felony and sexual assault in the first degree. The accused applied to Blue J to forbid journalists from using Twitter at his trial. Blue J applied Connecticut Rules of Court section 1-11(b), which stated that when an accused is charged with sexual assault ‘[n]o broadcasting, television, recording or photographing’ of the trial is allowed.

Blue J stated that this law clearly forbids journalists from using television and radio at trials, but it was ‘not clear’ whether social media was allowed. Blue J then attempted to find a definition for the term ‘broadcast.’ He found dictionary and statutory terms for the word out of date and unhelpful. He stated that he would interpret the word ‘broadcast’ by constructing ‘an interpretation that comports with the primary purpose of the rule in question.’
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Blue J explained that the purpose of section 1-11(b) was to protect a victim of sexual assault from having to contend with ‘the indignity of having his or her ordeal vividly conveyed.’ However, ‘it cannot sensibly extend beyond voices and photographic or televised images to the actual words spoken in court or descriptions of courtroom events.’

Blue J held that section 1-11(b) did not apply to Twitter and journalists could use it at Komisarjevsky’s trial. Nevertheless, if journalists were ‘disruptive’ while tweeting in court, then he would forbid them from tweeting in the courtroom.

Blue J’s decision that section 1-11(b) did not apply to Twitter was a reasonable decision, given that journalists tweeting from court need not take photographs at court or record voices or images. It is interesting that Blue J could not find a definition of the word broadcast that was not out of date, while Land J did not find this to be a problem. Land J used his definition of broadcast approximately two years before Blue J stated that he could not find a definition for broadcast that was not out of date. Blue J would most probably have known about Land J’s judgment and rejected Land J’s definition of broadcast. This adds further weight to the idea that there were problems with Land J’s definition of the word broadcast. If the two cases appeared in an Australian jurisdiction, the judicial officer may have applied the open justice exceptions to the case and found that neither case would have fallen under an exception to the open justice principle, because the cases would not have negatively impacted ‘the attainment of justice,’ or the public interest.
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In Wichita, Kansas, Marten J permitted journalist Ron Sylvester of *The Wichita Eagle* to tweet from the Federal Court at the trial of six gang members. Marten J permitted Sylvester to tweet from the courtroom by applying Federal Rule of Criminal Procedure 57(b). This rule states

> [a] judge may regulate practice in any manner consistent with federal law, these rules, and the local rules of the district. No sanction or other disadvantage may be imposed for noncompliance with any requirement not in federal law, federal rules, or the local district rules unless the alleged violator was furnished with actual notice of the requirement before the noncompliance.

One may wonder why Land J in *Shelnutt* chose to use rule 53 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure to forbid journalists from using social media in that trial, while Marten J used rule 57(b) of the same rules to permit it. Both trials were criminal cases in federal courts, so one might assume that the judges would apply the same rule to make their decisions. It will be interesting to see whether future American Federal Court judges who decide upon this issue choose to follow Land J or Marten J’s decision.

### B Macro Level

1 *Consolidated Practice Directions and Policies Not Permitting Social Media in the Courtroom*

The consolidated practice directions of the Supreme Courts in Western Australia and Queensland generally address whether
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journalists can use social media in the courtroom. The South Australian Courts’ media handbook also does.

The Supreme Courts of Western Australia and Queensland have practice directions that apply to people generally in the courtroom. The Queensland practice directions state that ‘laptop computers that do not communicate via a cellular network may be used during court proceedings provided doing so does not interrupt proceedings.’ Queensland Chief Justice Paul De Jersey states that ‘tweeting is permitted [in the courtroom], though not by jurors.’ Even though it appears that journalists may use social media in the courtroom in Queensland, it is recommended that court officials in Queensland release a policy on the issue so that journalists learn the limits of their social media use in the courtroom. The Western Australian practice directions forbid anyone from using a mobile telephone in its courtrooms (consequently, social media use is not possible) because it causes the Court’s electronic recording devices difficulties. It would be interesting to learn if the position in Western Australia changes if mobile telephones no longer cause problems to the Court’s electronic recording devices in the future.

163 Supreme Court of Western Australia, Practice Direction No 3.1 – Video and other Cameras, Tape Recorders, Two-way Radios and Mobile Telephones, 2009; Supreme Court of Queensland, Practice Direction no 1 of 2009 – Recording Devices in Courtrooms: Supreme Court, 10 March 2009.
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The South Australian Courts’ media handbook states that journalists should turn off their mobile telephones while in the courtroom.\(^{169}\) One can infer that this means that journalists cannot use social media in the courtroom. Chief Court Reporter Sean Fewster also states that journalists cannot use social media in South Australian courtrooms.\(^{170}\)

2. Court Rules and Orders

The court rules of the American States of Mississippi and Utah state procedure regarding journalists using social media in the courtroom. The Utah Rules permit journalists to use social media in the courtroom provided they file a written request at court at least one day prior to the relevant court proceeding.\(^{171}\) Journalists in Mississippi can use social media in the courtroom without permission, provided that they inform court officials of their intention at least 48 hours before the relevant court proceeding.\(^{172}\) Journalists should not need to request permission to use social media in the courtroom prior to every court proceeding. This creates too much work for journalists and court officials. A better method is for court officials to keep a list of journalists who they permit to use social media in the courtroom. When a judicial official decides that journalists cannot use social media for a particular case, the judicial official can contact the relevant journalists by email to inform them, which is more efficient.

The Utah and Mississippi rules state several limitations on the use of electronic devices in the courtroom.\(^{173}\) The Mississippi rules state
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that electronic coverage of certain types of matters is not allowed, except if the presiding judge provides it.174 These matters include: divorce, child custody, adoption, domestic abuse, delinquency and neglect of minors and motions to suppress evidence.175 The Mississippi rules also state that electronic coverage of various types of witnesses is not allowed.176 These witnesses include: police informants, minors, undercover agents, relocated witnesses, victims and families of victims of sex crimes and victims of domestic abuse.177 It is interesting that the Mississippi rules list so many specific types of cases that journalists may cover by electronic media, as opposed to simply stating family law cases generally. It is recommended that journalists should not be able to use social media during any type of family law proceeding due to its sensitive nature. Both rules briefly state that if journalists do not follow the rules then a court official may sanction the relevant journalist.178 The Utah rules state that the relevant person or people may face contempt charges and any other sanctions allowed by law.179 The Mississippi rules state that the relevant person “may be sanctioned by measures deemed appropriate by the court.”180

Judicial officials of the United States District Courts for the Southern District of Florida released administrative order 2009-12 that states that the media cannot use social media in courtrooms.181 While some jurisdictions have passed rules and orders pertaining to journalists using social media in the courtroom, other judicial officials have unofficial court policies about this issue.
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178 Utah Code of Judicial Administration, Rule 4-401.01(5); Mississippi Rules for Electronic and Photographic Coverage of Judicial Proceedings, Rule 9.
179 Utah Code of Judicial Administration, Rule 4-401.01(5).
3 Unofficial Court Policies

The Federal Court of Australia has an unofficial policy that individual judges of the court can decide whether he or she will allow journalists to use social media in the courtroom.\(^{182}\) In New South Wales, clause 9A(1) of the *Courts and Other Legislation Further Amendment Act 2013* (NSW) amended the *Court Security Act 2005* (NSW) to forbid people from using social media in the courtroom.\(^{183}\) The Act does not state an exclusion for journalists to use social media in the courtroom. However, in the Act’s second reading speech, the New South Wales Attorney General and Minister for Justice stated that regulations accompanying the Act will allow journalists to use social media in the courtroom.\(^{184}\) He did not specify whether journalists would need to seek permission to use social media in the courtroom. The regulations have not been enacted, as at the date of this article.

Australian court officials should publish official policies on this issue. This will give journalists clarity on whether they can use social media in the courtroom and whether there are any limitations on its use. It will also make it easier for judicial officials to punish journalists who violate their instructions about this issue, because the policy can state the sanctions that journalists will face if they breach the policy.

4 Official Court Social Media Policies and Model Policies Permitting Journalists to Use Social Media in the Courtroom

Johnston recommends that court officials give journalists ‘clear guidelines’\(^ {185}\) about social media use in the courtroom and that court officials update those guidelines regularly.\(^ {186}\) Lagan agrees, and adds

\(^{182}\) Phillips, above n 8, 81.

\(^{183}\) *Courts and Other Legislation Further Amendment Act 2013* (NSW), sch. 1, s 9A.

\(^{184}\) New South Wales, *Parliamentary Debates*, Legislative Assembly, 21 November 2012, 17244 (Greg Smith).

\(^{185}\) Johnston, above n 5, 54.

\(^{186}\) Ibid.
that the type of court should influence the court’s guidelines.\textsuperscript{187} For example, family court officials should not allow journalists to use social media in their courts.\textsuperscript{188} Lower court officials should permit journalists to use social media in the courtroom because it shows the public that ‘minor crimes are being dealt with.’\textsuperscript{189} Former New South Wales Attorney-General John Hatzistergos recommends that when considering whether court officials should allow electronic media to be used in the courtroom, one considers ‘any adverse impact on the rights of victims of crime and the protection of witnesses.’\textsuperscript{190} One should also ‘consider the rights of jurors, defendants and other parties to proceedings.’\textsuperscript{191}

Australian court officials should adopt an official model policy that allows journalists to use social media in the courtroom. A model policy is recommended, as opposed to a court rule, because a policy is a document that stands on its own, so it is easier to modify. Since social media is so new, court officials may want the flexibility to change the policy easily over the next few years while they experiment to create the best policy. Australian court officials can examine the policies of other jurisdictions to decide upon a model policy and they can also consider using the model policy found in the appendix to this article, or parts thereof. While the Australian jurisdiction of Victoria has an official policy that expressly permits journalists to use social media in the courtroom,\textsuperscript{192} the other States should not adopt it because it requires journalists to obtain permission prior to using social media in the courtroom.

\textsuperscript{188} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{189} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{191} Ibid [25].
\textsuperscript{192} Supreme Court of Victoria, above n 7, 6.
Common law jurisdictions that currently have policies about electronic media in the courtroom that state that journalists may use it include: Victoria, \(^{193}\) England and Wales, \(^{194}\) the Federal Court of Canada \(^{195}\) and the following Canadian provinces: British Columbia, \(^{196}\) Ontario, \(^{197}\) Saskatchewan, \(^{198}\) Nova Scotia, \(^{199}\) New Brunswick \(^{200}\) and Alberta. \(^{201}\) The Canadian Centre for Court Technology (“CCCT”) \(^{202}\) and the American organisation the Media Law Resource Center (“MLRC”) also proposed policies. \(^{203}\)

\(^{193}\) Ibid.


\(^{203}\) Newsgathering Committee, Defense Counsel Section, Media Law Resource Centre, above n 81, 3.
The majority of the policies have similar definitions for electronic communication devices. For example, the CCCT defines electronic communication devices as ‘all forms of computers, personal electronic and digital devices, and mobile, cellular and smart phones.’\textsuperscript{204} The Albertan policy defines electronic and wireless devices as ‘includes computers, laptops, tablets, notebooks, cellular phones, smart phones, PDAs, iPhones, iPads, iPods, and any other cellular device.’\textsuperscript{205}

The CCCT\textsuperscript{206} and MLRC policies\textsuperscript{207} and the policies of the Federal Court of Canada,\textsuperscript{208} Ontario,\textsuperscript{209} Saskatchewan,\textsuperscript{210} New Brunswick,\textsuperscript{211} Alberta,\textsuperscript{212} British Columbia\textsuperscript{213} and England and Wales\textsuperscript{214} permit journalists to use social media in the courtroom without seeking the court’s permission. The English and Welsh policy (which covers all courts except the United Kingdom Supreme Court) explains why its judicial officials do not require journalists to seek the court’s permission as follows:

[i]t is presumed that a representative of the media or a legal commentator using live, text-based communications from court does not pose a danger of interference to the proper administration of justice in the individual case. This is because the most obvious purpose of permitting the use of live, text-based communications would be to enable the media to produce fair and accurate reports of the proceedings. As such, a representative of the media or a legal

\textsuperscript{204} Canadian Centre for Court Technology, above n 202, [2].
\textsuperscript{205} Court of Queens Bench of Alberta, above n 201, [2].
\textsuperscript{206} Canadian Centre for Court Technology, above n 202, 2.
\textsuperscript{207} Newsgathering Committee, Defense Counsel Section, Media Law Resource Centre, above n 81, 3.
\textsuperscript{208} Federal Court of Canada, above n 195.
\textsuperscript{209} Ontario Superior Court of Justice, above n 197, [4].
\textsuperscript{210} Courts of Saskatchewan, above n 198, 1.
\textsuperscript{211} Drapeau, CJ, Smith CJ and Jackson CJ, above n 200, [7].
\textsuperscript{212} Court of Queens Bench of Alberta, above n 201, 1.
\textsuperscript{213} Provincial Court of British Columbia, above n 196, 2.
commentator who wishes to use live, text-based communications from court may do so without making an application to the court.\textsuperscript{215}

The Saskatchewan and British Columbian policies refer to ‘accredited’\textsuperscript{216} media being able to use social media in the courtroom without seeking court officials’ permission. The Saskatchewan policy states that media ‘who have been accredited by the Court Services Division of the Ministry of Justice’ can use live-text based communications from court.\textsuperscript{217} The British Columbian policy states that accredited media ‘means media personnel who are accredited pursuant to the Courts’ Media Accreditation Policy.’\textsuperscript{218} There is a separate British Columbian policy that relates to journalists becoming accredited.\textsuperscript{219} The policy states that the relevant journalist has ‘read and will abide by the court’s Policy for the Use of Electronic Devices in Courtrooms and the publication The Canadian Justice System and the Media.’\textsuperscript{220} A committee of professional journalists decide whether journalists can become accredited.\textsuperscript{221} Australian courts should implement an accreditation system for journalists who use social media in the courtroom similar to the one used in British Columbia. This will help to ensure that the only journalists who may use social media in Australian courts have basic knowledge of courtroom etiquette.

\textsuperscript{215} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{217} Courts of Saskatchewan, above n 198, [5].

\textsuperscript{218} Provincial Court of British Columbia, above n 196, [1a].


\textsuperscript{220} Ibid 2.

\textsuperscript{221} Court of Appeal of British Columbia, Supreme Court of British Columbia and Provincial Court of British Columbia, ‘New Policy on Use of Electronic Devices in the Courtroom’ [4], (Media Release, 1 August 2012) <http://www.provincialcourt.bc.ca/downloads/pdf/Press%20Release%20-%20August%202012.pdf>.
The MLRC model policy is broader than the other policies that permit journalists to use social media in the courtroom. It states that ‘bloggers and other observers seated in the courtroom may use electronic devices to prepare and post online news accounts and commentary during the proceedings,’ provided that they do not ‘interfere with the administration of justice, pose any threat to safety or security, or compromise the integrity of the proceeding.’ The MLRC’s model policy may be so inclusive about journalists because a media centre created it, as opposed to court officials. Research for this article could not find that bloggers and other observers in Australian courts belong to a professional society that can impose sanctions if court officials’ policies are not followed. In addition, bloggers and other observers may not receive the training that accredited journalists do to help ensure that their social media posts and tweets are accurate. If bloggers and other observers can find some way to join a relevant professional society and receive the requisite training, then they should also be allowed to use social media in the courtroom, as part of the open justice principle.

The Victorian and Nova Scotian guidelines differ from the other policies about whether journalists need to seek permission before using social media in the courtroom. The Victorian guidelines state that journalists require the presiding judge’s ‘express permission’ to use social media in the courtroom. The Nova Scotian guidelines differ depending on the type of social media used. All social media (except Twitter) can be used in all Nova Scotian courts without permission. Journalists can use Twitter in the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal without seeking permission. Journalists must seek the presiding judge’s permission to use Twitter in the Nova Scotia Supreme Court and Provincial Court. It is interesting that Nova Scotian courts released the only policy that appears to treat
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Twitter differently than other social media. The policy does not state reasons for this difference. Perhaps the different treatment is due to Twitter’s 140 character limit for tweets or because of problems with Twitter’s reputation.

The British Columbian policy states that it is in the individual judge’s discretion to forbid journalists from using social media in their individual courtroom\(^{230}\). It is important that this statement is included in a model policy for Australian courts. This will ensure that judicial officers can forbid journalists from using social media in the courtroom when it would interfere with the exceptions to the open justice principle mentioned in *Fairfax*.\(^{231}\) Some of the policies state limitations to journalists using social media in the courtroom. The British Columbian policy states that

an electronic device may not be used in a courtroom:
- in a manner that interferes with the court sound system or other technology;
- in a manner that interferes with courtroom decorum, is inconsistent with the court functions, or otherwise impedes the administration of justice;
- in a manner that generates sound or requires speaking into the device;
- to take photographs or video images;
- to record or digitally transcribe the proceedings except as permitted by this policy.\(^{232}\)

The Albertan and Ontarian policies list similar limitations.\(^{233}\) The British and Welsh policy (for all courts, except the United Kingdom’s Supreme Court) limitations prohibit taking photographs

\(^{230}\) Provincial Court of British Columbia, above n 196, 2.

\(^{231}\) *John Fairfax Group Pty Ltd ( Receivers and Managers Appointed) and Another v Local Court of New South Wales and Others* (1991) 26 NSWLR 131, 141 (Kirby P).

\(^{232}\) Provincial Court of British Columbia, above n 196, [3].

in the courtroom absolutely.\textsuperscript{234} It also prohibits recording the proceedings without permission.\textsuperscript{235} Similar limitations should be inserted into the Australian policy because taking photographs and recording proceedings without permission would negatively affect the court’s decorum. It could also make jurors’ identities’ public, which would be a serious problem.

Some of the policies state penalties for not following them. The British Columbian policy states that if the policy is violated the relevant person may be subject to various sanctions, which include a direction to turn off their electronic device or leave the courtroom, or be found in contempt of court.\textsuperscript{236} The Albertan policy has a similar penalties section.\textsuperscript{237} The model Australian policy should have a similar penalties section. Potential sanctions will put pressure on journalists to abide by the policy and help ensure that the exceptions to the open justice principle are not breached. If the model Australian policy lists sanctions for journalists who breach the policy, judicial officials should ensure that they follow through and punish any wrongdoers.

The appendix to this article contains a model policy for Australian courts to use about journalists using social media in the courtroom. Australian courts should also develop an accreditation policy for journalists who may use social media in the courtroom to accompany the policy that is similar to British Columbia’s. The model policy in this article is based on the other courts’ existing policies that would respect the open justice principle and its exceptions.

It is worth considering why Victoria is the only Australian State that has a policy that states that journalists can tweet in the courtroom, as at the date of the publication of this article. Perhaps it is because of the Chief Justice of Victoria’s highly positive stance

\begin{footnotes}
\item[234] Judiciary of England and Wales, above n 214, 1.
\item[235] Ibid.
\item[236] Provincial Court of British Columbia, above n 196, [10].
\item[237] Court of Queens Bench of Alberta, above n 201, [9].
\end{footnotes}
toward social media. Warren CJ is ‘committed to accelerating the use of social media as a vehicle to communicating the work of the court.’ 238 It is also worth considering why Canadian, English and Welsh courts are ahead of Australian courts on this issue. Perhaps Australian journalists have not requested the ability to use social media in the courtroom or journalists in Canada, England and Wales put additional pressure on the courts that Australian journalists have not. Alternatively, perhaps additional courts besides Western Australia experience technological problems when journalists use social media in the courtroom. It is also possible that the Australian public will not be particularly interested in this issue until a very interesting case or cases commence that they are interested in.

Judicial officials in some common law jurisdictions are currently considering whether they should draft social media policies for journalists attending their courts. The Lord President of Scotland is considering the English and Welsh guidance on this issue and intends to create a similar guidance for Scotland. 239

5 Safeguards the Court and the Media Can Use if they Permit Journalists to Use Social Media in Court

Some judicial officials and governments are taking additional steps to ensure that they make the right decision for their court or jurisdiction on this issue, as opposed to simply drafting policies about this issue and publishing them.

The former Chief Justice of South Australia, John Doyle, established a committee of South Australian judges and public


32
servants to examine the use of social media in the courtroom. The Supreme Court Criminal Procedure Rules Committee in Pennsylvania, United States, announced that it will evaluate whether it will allow journalists to tweet in court. The Lord Chief Justice of England and Wales published an interim practice guidance about using social media in the courtroom on 20 December 2010. After issuing the interim guidelines, the Lord Chief Justice consulted many stakeholders about this issue between February and May 2011. The stakeholders included: the judiciary, the Attorney General, the Director of Public Prosecutions, the Bar Council and the Society of Editors. In December 2011, the Lord Chief Justice provided a new guidance that replaced the interim practice guidance. It is recommended that judicial officials organise committees to discuss this issue. This will likely ensure that judicial officials make the best decisions for their courts. Additionally, it is important for judicial officials to consult with journalists to understand journalists’ point of view.

The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada also recommends that court officials should share best practices amongst each other. In Australia, it would be particularly useful for court officials to consult court officials in Canada and the United Kingdom about this issue. This will permit Australian court officials to benefit from what court officials in those countries have learned so far from implementing their policies.

In the United States, Burns J of the Cook County court, forbade anyone, including journalists, from using social media during the trial of the man accused of killing Oscar winner Jennifer Hudson’s
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family.\(^{247}\) To ensure that the media did not use social media in court, he had a member of the sheriff’s department follow journalists’ Twitter accounts while the court was in session.\(^{248}\) Burns J required journalists to provide their Twitter names to court officials.\(^{249}\) Court officials in Australia who are hesitant to permit journalists to use social media in the courtroom may want to consider taking similar actions to Burns J when they preside over a trial wherein journalists cannot use social media. This could help keep the journalists accountable. News organisations can also take steps to help ensure that journalists properly follow policies about social media use released by the court. *The Guardian* newspaper in the UK provided media law revision sessions to its journalists because its sports reporter Jamie Jackson tweeted a juror’s name during a trial.\(^{250}\) It is recommended that Australian newspapers provide information sessions to their staff about using social media. Journalists who use social media in the courtroom should attend all relevant training sessions offered to them.

6 *Alternatives*

If judicial officials decide not to allow journalists to use social media in all courtrooms, they can provide alternative options to journalists. Judicial officials may permit journalists to use social media in courtrooms wherein there are no witnesses or jurors. The United Kingdom Supreme Court’s *Policy on the Use of Live Text-Based Communications* states that there are no witnesses or jurors in its courtrooms\(^ {251}\) and one can infer that this is the reason why journalists can use social media from its courtrooms. One can also infer that this is the reason why this court has a policy that is


\(^{248}\) Ibid [16].

\(^{249}\) Ibid.


\(^{251}\) The Supreme Court of the United Kingdom, *Policy on the Use of Live Text-Based Communications from Court* (February 2011) [3], <www.supremecourt.gov.uk/docs/live-text-based-comms.pdf>.
separate to the one released for all other courtrooms in England and Wales.

In Edmonton, Canada, Clackson J forbade electronic devices from being used during the first-degree murder trial of Mark Twitchell. Instead, Clackson J allowed journalists to use computers and social media in a separate courtroom that received a delayed audio recording of the proceedings. Land J in Shelnutt would not permit journalists to use social media in the courtroom, but he made a room near the courtroom available to journalists to use social media. Permitting journalists to use electronic devices in a separate courtroom is not recommended. There may be technical problems with a delayed audio recording. This alternative also requires court officials to give additional space to journalists when the additional space may not be available. It is far better to permit journalists to use social media in the courtroom where the relevant court proceeding takes place.

It is also possible for judicial officials to permit court proceedings to be webcasted. This involves court officials recording their own proceedings and posting the proceedings on their website. Webcasting can provide the public with access to recordings quickly, so that it is practically live. Stepniak states that providing webcasts to the media results in more accurate articles about court proceedings because journalists can check what they wrote against the webcast. Some Australian Court officials webcast their trials and hearings and stream them on their websites, though most do
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For example, Victorian Supreme Court officials tape the audio of sentences and civil judgments and then upload them, sometimes within a half an hour of the hearing. However, some Australian Court officials do not webcast proceedings because of insufficient resources.

Webcasting trials is an excellent idea. It allows court officials to have control over what journalists and the public see. It helps ensure that journalists receive accurate information. However, webcasting trials, on its own, is insufficient to replace journalists using social media in the courtroom, because it does not provide the public with instant written information online about the relevant proceeding. It can take a newsreader seconds to read a tweet, but it can take several minutes for her or him to find the correct part of the webcast to watch. Court officials should permit journalists to use social media in the courtroom because court officials will not need to use many resources to permit it to happen and the public can stay engaged with the court.

This section of the article has strongly argued for Australian courts to release policies that permit journalists to use social media in the courtroom. This section has also discussed the alternatives to permitting journalists to use social media in the courtroom, and found them unsatisfactory.

VI CONCLUSION

According to the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada, Beverley McLachlin, 'as the media invent and re-invent themselves, so must judicial understanding evolve of how we relate to the media.'
We must look forward; we dare not hang back.’\textsuperscript{262} For Australian judicial officials to move forward, they should release a policy that permits journalists to use social media in the courtroom. Besides supporting the principle of open justice, it can give journalists a clear understanding of judicial officials’ expectations of their social media use in the courtroom.

While ‘(c)riticism of the courts, like death and taxes, is guaranteed,’\textsuperscript{263} it does not need to be on this issue. Australian judicial officials should examine the success of the Canadian policies and the English and Welsh policies mentioned in this article, if possible, prior to releasing their final policy about journalists using social media in the courtroom. Australian judicial officials should also consult Australian journalist organisations prior to releasing their final policy to properly consider journalists’ point of view. Finally, Australian judicial officials should consider using the model policy stated in this article, or any parts of it that they find relevant.

\textsuperscript{262} Mike Blanchfield, ‘Tweet Justice Looms Large for Judges,’ \textit{The Globe and Mail} (Toronto), 2 January 2012, A5.

\textsuperscript{263} Paul de Jersey CJ, above n 34, 39-40.
Possible Model Policy for Australian Courts

Introduction
This policy states Australian accredited journalists’ permitted and prohibited uses of electronic devices in all Australian courtrooms, except family courts. It is based on the following:

a. Judicial officials must ensure that court proceedings are interrupted as little as possible;

b. The principle of open justice; and

c. Permitting accredited media to use electronic devices in the courtroom assists the media to inform the public about court proceedings.

Definitions for the Policy

a. “accredited journalists” means journalists who are accredited pursuant to the Courts’ Media Accreditation Policy;

b. “courtroom” means a room in which a hearing occurs;

c. “electronic device” means ‘any device capable of transmitting and/or recording data or audio, including smartphones, cellular phones, computers, laptops, tablets, notebooks, personal digital assistants, or other similar devices’; and

d. “judicial officer” means any justice of the peace, magistrate, registrar, master or judge in Australia.

Use of Electronic Devices in the Courtroom

1. Accredited Journalists may use electronic devices in courtrooms to send and receive messages and use social media, without seeking permission, except as follows:

a. If the accredited journalist interferes with court technology;
b. If the accredited journalist takes photographs, videos or audio recordings in a courtroom;\textsuperscript{275} or  
c. A court order or legislation forbids the public from attending the court proceeding.\textsuperscript{276}  

**Judicial Officer’s Discretion**  
2. Notwithstanding this policy, the presiding judicial official(s) can use their discretion to decide whether Accredited Journalists may use electronic devices in his/her/their courtroom.\textsuperscript{277} If the presiding judicial official(s) decides to use their discretion not to permit social media in the courtroom, he/she/they must provide express reasons.  

**Publication Bans**  
3. Accredited Journalists must abide by any publication bans that the judicial official(s) release.\textsuperscript{278}  

**Penalties**  
4. An accredited journalist that does not follow this policy may be subject to one or more of the following penalties:\textsuperscript{279}  
a. He or she may be instructed to turn off their electronic device or provide it to the court whilst he or she is in the courtroom;\textsuperscript{280}  
b. He or she may be instructed to leave the courtroom;\textsuperscript{281}  
c. He or she may lose their media accreditation;\textsuperscript{282}  
d. He or she may be prosecuted for contempt of court;\textsuperscript{283}  
e. He or she may be prosecuted for breaching a suppression order;\textsuperscript{284} or  
f. Any other order that the relevant Judicial Official thinks fit.\textsuperscript{285}  
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